
BIUR TEFILLA
After Shacharis you will encounter one of the
hidden gems of YHSA. For just a few minutes each
day, Rabbi Semel leads a Biur Tefillah discussion,
with a current focus on Shemoneh Esrei. He has
the bochurim ask every question that they can
possibly come up with on a bracha of Shemonah
Esrei, and then, over the course of the next 2-3
weeks, rabbi Semel amazingly answers every single
question. The hard work and hours of learning that
he puts into this are apparent, and everyone (the
Rebbeim too!) have gained a far greater
understanding of Shemoneh Esrei.

MORNING SEDER
Morning Seder begins at 9:00, and, depending
upon the grade, will begin either with a laining
seder in the beis medrash with maare mekomos or
in the classroom for shiur. The limud is gemara
b'iyun, and this year the yeshiva is learning
Maseches Kiddushin. After a 15 minute recess at
10:45, the second part of shiur begins, where the
limud is gemara bekiyus with a goal of completing
the entire Maseches Berachos or Taanis.

led learning and self-study,
instruction that falls within the
framework of the curriculum and
instruction that is extra-curricular.
Let's take a closer look at some of
that learning and the teachers
that make it happen.
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A VISIT TO YHSA

Bochurim on the Shacharis Honor Roll earned a cap embossed with the YHSA logo

The 9th grade reviewed the first 10 daf of their Bekius Masechta at the end of the first
quarter and kept track on a charts (above) of each time they reviewed the daf. Some

reviewed each daf 4 times and the class as a whole learned 303 daf in one week!

SHACHARIS
Each day begins with Shacharis at 7:30, although you will even
find bochurim at yeshiva learning well before that time! Some
learn alone and some learn with a chavrusah, while some put on
their tefillin and prepare to daven. A special mazel tov to David
Isaacs for recently finishing Mishnayos in Seder Nashim during
this valuable time! Every couple months the boys with
outstanding shacharis attendance are rewarded with something
special, such as a YHSA cap or a lunch with Mr. David Segal, plus
the annual winter ski trip for those with over 90% on-time
attendance. 

A great deal of learning takes place at 
Yeshiva High School of Arizona. There are
required subjects and electives,  teacher-

David Isaacs making a siyum on Mishnayos Seder Nashim
 learned in his pre-Shacharis seder



Recently, many of the bachurim have initiated the use of
filters on phones and home computers. Rabbis Tesser and
Yankelewitz have helped each bachur customize
his filter with the assistance of TAG of 
Arizona. During Chanukah , the
bochurim focused on the area
of kedusha, both by not using
their screens during the first 30 minutes
after lighting, and accepting kabbalos (commitments) 
upon themselves for the year. 

SECOND SEDER
Mincha follows daily at 1:40, and after Mincha, while the
younger grades begin their General Studies regimen, the
upper grades have Second Seder, which is another hour
of learning. There are two groups with independent goals,
one guided by Rabbi Goetz and the other led by Rabbi
Hirsch. They hope to finish the entire Maseches Kiddushin
this year, and this hour in the afternoon is crucial to that
goal.
NIGHT SEDER
Evenings are filled with even more Torah learning. Night Seder is at 7:30 and runs until Maariv at 8:30. Again, depending
upon the day of the week, the bochurim will either review their Iyun shiurim or their bekiyus blatt, or attend extra-curricular
chaburos led by Rabbi Hirsch and Rabbi Wealcatch learning an additional masechta, or Rabbi Tesser learning an additional
perek in Maseches Kiddushin. Rabbi Tesser's 11th and 12th grade chaburah ends at 9:30pm on some nights, and the last
bochur learning after Maariv often won't turn off the beis medrash lights until after 10pm. On Thursday nights there is
special mishmar learning after Maariv, and the bochurim enjoy a taste of Shabbos with Rabbi Wohlgelernter's famous
cholent. Rabbi Yankelewitz delivers his weekly Parsha Chaburah on Thursday nights as well.

TECHNOLOGY AWARENESS
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ADDITIONAL LIMUDEI KODESH CLASSES
Lunch is at 12:10, followed by another limudei kodesh
class. During this time, the bochurim learn a smorgasbord
of topics, depending on the day of the week. The topics
range from Navi to Hilchos Shabbos, Hebrew Language to
a Mesilah financial literacy course.

Shmuel Chaim Yankelewitz, Elan Nueman, Shlomo Goetz, and Dovid Semel
 learning post night seder with Rabbi Tesser, Night Chabura Rebbi   

Thursday Night Parsha Chabura with Rabbi Yankelewitz    

Avraham Yankelewitz, Moshe Goldstein, Yitzy Semel, and Shlomo
Friedman prepare for the weekly Parsha test on Sunday mornings   

SHABBOS LEARNING
This zman, YHSA started a new
Shabbos Kollel for its bochurim, with
learning on Friday night and Motzei
Shabbos. The boys learn on Friday
night at the kollel, followed by a small
oneg run by Rabbi Geiger with
zemiros and nosh. On Motzei
Shabbos, the learning is at yeshiva.
The boys receive a "kollel stipend" for
joining, which is sponsored by Reb
Moshe Fabbi, a YHSA alumnus, in
memory of his beloved mother. May
the many hours of Torah study be a
z'chus for the neshama of צביה אביבה
Mrs. Jamie Fabbi of blessed ,בת ליבל
memory. The Motzei Shabbos learning
coincides with the yeshiva's Avos
Ubanim program which is for boys
from sixth grade and up. Every four
weeks of Avos Ubanim the
participants receive a sefer as a prize.
All middle school and high school boys  
iare invited to come learn and enjoy
the special Motzei Shabbos ruach at
the yeshiva. 

Yishai Goldberg, Hillel Bronsteyn, and Shimon
Einhorn work on memorizing the Gemara 

Shmuel Chaim Yankelewitz presenting a chabura to
the class in the weekly rotation

Driving range outing as a reward for amazing
learning in Rabbi Semel's Shiur   



GENERAL STUDIES
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GENERAL STUDIES  
The afternoon and early evening is filled with
learning in our General Studies program, led by
principal Mr. Skylar Schutzky. The bochurim take a
full slate of courses as required by the State of
Arizona. Below we share a sampling of the classes
and coursework.
MATH
YHSA's math program is led by Mr. Alan Nisanov. In
Algebra I, the students learned how to solve multi-
step linear equations. The Physics students just
finished learning Newton's laws of motion and were
tested on it. The Geometry students covered basic
logic and proof structure as well as introductory
theorems of geometry. Finally, the Precalculus
students are covering function composition,
domain, codomain and transformations. 

Rabbi Goetz's Shiur enjoying a class hike on North Mountain
 after mastering a section of Gemara Kedushin

Elimelech Gelfand and Jacob
Ephraim working on math 

Designing 3D rocket components  in STEM class Upon completion of the digital models
they will begin constructing the rocket components using the Yeshiva's 3D printer

9th grade studying outdoors on a beautiful day 

Moshe Goldstein, Abbi Kanner, and Shmuel
Noach Loeb studying for a history test

Mr. Alan Nisanov explaining a difficult concept in physics class  



Each rebbi hosted a
 Chanuka mesiba for

 the bochurim in his shiur,
 with delicious food, singing, and

divrei Torah

Basketball on the YHSA court

English Language
Our English Program is working on Shakespeare plays; including The
Tempest, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, and Macbeth. All
students have also covered a vocabulary unit and grammar units.
History
World History have discussed Sumer and Mesopotamia, and in a
unit on Ancient Greece they covered Athenians and Spartans, Greek
Mythology, and The Polis, Acropolis and Political Structure.
United States History 
US History has covered the Early Colonial Period, including New
England and New Amsterdam, and The Enlightenment. 
Electives
Friday afternoon electives include a Minchas Chinuch class with
Rabbi Roizman, a STEM class with Mr. Schutzky, and a woodworking
class with Mr. Garfinkle. 

On Chanuka, the bachurim also
enjoyed a competitive Chanuka
game followed by an outing
 to ZOYO.

CHANUKAH HIGHLIGHTS 
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CLEP
The CLEP class has finished up their unit detailing the foundations of the US system of governance. They discussed the
history of the constitution, as well as the debate that existed between the federalists and antifederalists. 
Biology
The biology class has finished its unit on cell physiology and metabolism, and is now discussing cellular division. They
learned how autotrophs utilize photosynthesis to harness the sun's energy in order to build sugars, and how cellular
respiration and fermentation allow heterotrophs to break down these sugars in order to build ATP molecules. 
Chemistry
The chemistry class has completed their introductory units on matter and the periodic table, and is now learning about ionic
compounds. They are learning how to use the periodic table to determine the oxidation numbers ("charges") of cations and
anions in order to determine what compounds they'll form. 

Football Season on the YHSA field

Music class elective

Friends taking a hike together!

Building Shtenders during 
woodworking with Mr. Yitz Garfinkel

Basketball on the YHSA court

Rabbi Goetz meeting with the building designers to finalize the 
plans for the new construction

Rabbi Avraham Goldhar, of Zichru, gave a
presentation on using  memory techniques for Torah 

Following the lighting of the menorah, the beis medrash 
was filled with leibedig singing and dancing

 


